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About This Game

Dark Night is an indie horror game that takes place in your house.

Welcome home Amelia, familiar eyes are watching you, and they want to play.
Home alone you can feel them. You can hear their footsteps. You need to move.

You have limited visibility. Light a matchstick to see in the dark. Close your eyes. Listen. They’re behind you.
The time you have is no longer your own. You need to survive.

Start begging for your life. Can you make it?

Gameplay Description:

You wake up at 1am, woken by strange sounds and stirring shadows. You light matchsticks to help see into the dark, that feels
as though it’s engulfing you by the second. The floorboards creak as you walk on them, the silence around you being almost

deafening. You call out to someone, but receive no answer. A chill runs down your spine and you venture out of your bed room,
the walls around you feel as though they are closing in around you. You see a lone key sitting on a chair in front of you. As you
pick it up however you feel a presence in the dark staring at you, waiting patiently for the right time to strike. You need to keep

moving and wind a music box to keep the enemies away, however there is a doll waiting to awake from it's sleep...
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Title: Dark Night
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
NighthoodGames
Publisher:
NighthoodGames
Release Date: 11 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Hate this game. Every time I TRY TO GO IN THE GAME IT CRASHES!!! I THINK I WATED 3 DOLLARS. Silent night,
Dark night
all is calm, flashlight not bright
round yon unity assets, in sight
holy waxy walls, so tender and wild
textures stretched quake at the sight
scares using flight or fighttttttt,
flight or fight, flight and fight

You should know its not rightttttttttt.

Refunded. Come on guys??
Really that you had the balls to publish that game?
Even the tilleable textures looks bad, i cant believe that i bought this on...
I really love to invest my money on Indie horror games, but this time i almost cried, when i played 10 minutes of that game...

Not recommended to anyone, even if you are dead playing that game you will find this boring.

. Watch my "First Play on Launch Day!" Video Impressions Video Here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=-yvlukc50H8

OMG. The game starts out sooooo good. It's extremely effective with all the background screams and strange noises at being
just super creepy. Add in dark shadows everywhere you walk, a room with a hanging man, and scattered about figurines, and the
jump scares the game will hit you with are super effective!

But while the game tells you to move around and to use items and furniture to hide when the game hits 1:30am, it becomes
quickly apparent that you're playing a game where surviving or even trying to seems pointless. Death comes regardless as while
hidden, the creatures just insta-pop right in front of your eyes..even if hidden in a corner with a big dresser on one side and two
walls in front of you and the other side. POP! The creature will just appear out of nowhere right in front of you and kill you!
This is a MADDENINGLY cheap way to get killed in a game like this where you have no chance to defend yourself, fight for
your life, or run. Making it so much more frustrating is it's obvious in my opinion that if this and a few other things were fixed,
this game could be so damn good, and I've made these suggestions to the developer in my 2nd play video linked below.

My 2nd play on Launch Day with my suggestions to the developer:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9ZoB5pzuEFw

To the developer:
 Fix it dev! You KNOW this is NOT the proper way to program a game like this! Are you trying to suck off the success of
games like "Five Nights at Freddys" with this lazy game that feels like it was "rushed" to get it up for money, or are you trying
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to make a proper horror game? It shouldn't take much to fix it and make it 10x better.. watch my video to see exactly why I say
this game FAILS as it is, and since it's not "early access", I can't give you a break here, sorry.

Developer I'll wait and not refund this game in hopes that you take my suggestions to heart and make this an outstanding jump
scare game! I will be more then happy to re-review this game and change my recommendation if and when the game doesn't feel
like it 'cheats' to kill you!
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needs work
. What an absolutely pitiful joke. Subscribers of mine (and other budget horror aficionados here on Steam) might remember a
game called Taken that was released and almost immediately steamrolled by anybody who bought it that hadn't been
bribed with a lobster dinner (or, going by the game's budget, odd smelling chocolate the developer found under a bus
seat). What made that title so outrageously awful was that it was a maze chaser where your opponent could no-clip
through walls to destroy you, homing in on your position the minute you spawned. It rendered the entire experience
utterly pointless.

I can't believe I'm levelling the exact same criticism at another game here on Steam within the space of six months. Cannot
believe it. Dark Night tells you to hide and listen out for 'the enemy' whose first attack will come at 01:30am, giving you a
couple of in-game minutes to find a decent spot to conceal yourself. Or a bad spot. Or just stand in the bloody open. It doesn't
matter, because as soon as that timer hits 01:30am, your killer will fly through the nearest wall like a sidewinder missile,
dribble all over you and chuck you a game over screen. No chance. No escape. What an utter joke.

Video evidence and general bemusement below:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=fw4id56DHUg. Now honestly, yes it may be freakin impossible to hide from the dude. He
can freakin get you from anywhere. But honestly, I had a lot of fun playing this game, no joke. What made the game scary to
me was the fact that the dude jumping out at you seems pretty unpredictable and I feel like thats what made this game scary was
the knowing that this dudes bout to jump through walls and crap to get you. $5 may have been too much to spend on a game like
this, but I don't regret buying it cause now I have a funny memory on my channel that made it worth it. I'm also gonna make my
friends come over and play this for my channel some more, and they won't even know it's impossible for you to win. Props to
the creator for this game, I assume you're new to developing so if this is one of you're first projects, props to you man you gotta
start somewhere!

Here's my video if you wanna have a laugh - https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=golBlEAFsu4. For the price you cant go
wrong yes this game is hard, but if you want great jumpscares, terrifying moments, Chill down your spine type game this game
will give you all of that and more its very intense i personally like it.

i also did a gameplay on it check it out.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=fO08Kw7X-eI. Wouldn't open up for me. I have mac but it would open up and then quit
. First of all, the feature of roaming around and hiding is wonderful! Though, some people may think that this game is cheaply
made, and they're right! But I just feel like there will be something more to this game. Also, update 1.1 is great! So in my
perspective, I'd give this game a 5 & 1\/2 out of 10. But I believe this game will evolve over time, and then it will be a 10\/10....
The problem of this is that it is too expensive for what it gives.
One dollar would be ok, and probably people wouldn't complain so much.

Anyway, if you are looking for jumpscares, this is your game.. You know you have screwed up majorly if the demo looks better
than the finished product! Mason Review: 1\/10 Great Concept but Doesn't come even close to a decent horror game!
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